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Introduction
Charlotte Latin School is situated on a 122 acre campus south of Charlotte. The campus is
bounded to the east by Providence Road, to the north by Raintree Lane residential lots, to the
west by Whitethorn Drive and Summerston Place residential lots, and to the south by
Berkeley Forest Lane residential lots. The campus includes classroom and administration
buildings, parking areas, various athletic fields and facilities, and a woodland area containing
nature and cross country trails. The wooded area, approximately 30 acres purchased by
Charlotte Latin School in 1999, is on the southwest edge of the campus.
Charlotte Latin School requested the following scope of work from Trail Dynamics, LLC:
•
•
•
•
•

Assessment of the school's 'natural area' trail system
A trail plan document (this document)
Alignment work for new trail corridors and trail relocations
A public meeting and formal presentation of trail plan proposals
GPS data for current and proposed trail alignments

This report completes and compliments Trail Dynamics' on-the-ground trail assessment.

Trail System Assessment
To more completely evaluate and document the campus trail system, Trail Dynamics
personnel explored both the 30-acre 'pocket forest' acquired by Charlotte Latin School in
1999 and the creek-side wooded area between the football stadium and the maintenance
shop. The primary assessment date was January 24, 2007. TD personnel also visited the
campus March 1 and March 19 of 2007.
Pocket Forest Trails-The pocket forest contains a figure-eight shaped trail system. The outer loop of the system
provides a cross country route approximately 0.75 miles in length. An interior connector adds
approximately 0.15 miles to the trail system, and short spurs extend west to a residential
street and southeast to a dump area near an athletic field. While the corridors for these trail
segments are well-defined, the tread itself has not been bench cut into the corridor. The
resulting trail surface matches the side-slope of the adjacent woodland, and in many areas is
off-camber more than most users find comfortable or safe.
The northeast leg of this trail is quite steep and fall-line; the resulting erosion has exposed
roots and rocks, creating a surface with both risk-management and resource concerns. A
couple areas near campus support buildings have been used as equipment and materials 'lay
down' storage. The interior connector segment is poorly drained in places, which could result
in periodic muddy or soggy areas. In addition to the primary figure-eight corridor, many social
trails exist but are not maintained in any way. Area soil appears to have sufficient clay
content to allow excellent sustainability of a bench-cut trail, if that trail is properly located,
designed, and constructed. The pocket forest also has several interesting rock formations
and other natural 'anchors' for an improved trail network.

While the trail system saw little use during the morning of Trail Dynamics' visit, we observed
students, parents, and residential neighbors using the system during the afternoon. These
users included track team members running for team practice, adults on exercise walks,
campus neighbors walking dogs, and students seeking inspiration from nature.
Also observed was a variety of wildlife. Whitetail deer and raccoons are in evidence.
Kingfishers, herons, hawks, cardinals, flickers, and various songbirds were seen or heard.
While our visit did not coincide with wildflower season, we saw polypody fern, Christmas fern,
hepatica, ginger, and pipsissiwa on the forest floor. The pocket forest is primarily deciduous
hardwood; red oak, white oak, hickory, beech and maple were observed, with some cedar
and pine softwoods interspersed in the woodland.
Creek-side Trails-The creek-side area between the football stadium and the maintenance shop contains no
formal trail system, but several places show the early formation of 'social trails'. The lack of a
creek crossing structure has probably reduced the use of these social trails. The soils in this
area are highly organic in content, and are very poorly drained on the stadium side of the
creek. A small ladder has been tied to tree roots at a narrow section of the creek, suggesting
that some users are jumping the creek there, then using the ladder to scale the bank. One
location along the creek includes several hundred square feet of relatively flat area, offering a
possible outdoor classroom site. The riparian habitat offers a variety of plant and animal life,
as well as offering many interesting rock formations.

Desired Outcomes/Proposed Benefits
The Charlotte Latin School 'natural area' trails can become a more-used school facility, yet
maintain the forest's integrity as a functioning ecosystem. Trail Dynamics recommends that
the figure eight system be abandoned and reclaimed via strategic revegetation and brushing
of the old corridor. A new trail loop, sited primarily on the perimeter of the pocket forest,
provides a larger uninterrupted forest setting for existing wildlife. The tread should be bench
cut into the proposed corridor flagged by TD personnel January 24, 2007. GPS data
suggests that the resulting loop would provide a 0.9 mile trail for cross country program and
individual recreational use. Native clay soils will allow an excellent natural surface when the
bench cut tread is compacted. Keeping trail gradient below 10% and keeping tread out-slope
at 5-6% will result in a well-drained and sustainable trail that requires very little future
maintenance. These out-slope and pitch standards also correct resource and riskmanagement concerns with the existing trail.
The wooded area between the stadium and the maintenance shop should have a formal trail
leading to the creek. Because this area is flat and has soils high in organics, this trail should
be surfaced; A stone- or timber-bordered gravel causeway would be an excellent choice for
this segment. Such a surfaced trail could be built to ADA standards, and an ADA-compliant
platform could be built at or near the creek, providing opportunities for people with mobility
issues to enjoy this natural area. The creek could be spanned with a 45 foot fiberglass
bridge, and one of our bridge suppliers offers a bridge package that would be an excellent
'hybrid' project for an interested campus group. The ADA-compliant trail section and bridge

connect the main campus with a proposed creek-side educational/interpretive trail and with
the exercise loop. The creek-side trail would focus use to a single corridor in this area,
minimizing social trail formation and reducing resource impact. The proposed creek-side trail
would connect to the exercise trail via steps in three locations. Locating the trailhead for the
educational/interpretive trail near the stadium allows quick access from classroom buildings to
the trail system and to a proposed outdoor classroom area. That area could be fitted with
rustic seating and could be surfaced with mulch or wood chips. The outdoor classroom would
offer an excellent venue for the study of stream ecology and forest ecology as well as general
academic pursuits.
In the GPS map below, the existing pocket forest trail system is shown in yellow. Several
Trail Dynamics proposals are also shown; The forest perimeter exercise trail is shown in red,
with a modification for better flow to/from the main campus shown in purple. The total length
of the exercise loop (with modification) is approximately 0.95 miles. Shown in blue is a
creekside educational and interpretive trail. The creekside trail length is approximately 1500
feet, and the creekside trail connects with the exercise loop at the bridge, near the center of
the trail (via steps), and at the west end of the trail. Shown in green is an ADA-compliant trail
from the stadium area to the proposed bridge location. The ADA trail length is approximately
650 feet.

Issues and Opportunities
Charlotte Latin School's administration will be under intense pressure to develop the wooded
30-acre southwest portion of its campus. Because wooded areas of this size are increasingly
rare and increasingly valuable in urban settings, Trail Dynamics urges the school to keep the
woodland intact. Unlike athletic fields and other highly-groomed grass expanses, this pocket
forest does not contribute to fertilizer, herbicide, or insecticide runoff into area streams. The
forest canopy will provide 'micro-climate' cooling in summer months, and the wind-blocking
effect of the forest will reduce wind chill in winter months. As well as being a sanctuary for
wildlife, this forest helps regulate water runoff during storms and scrubs carbon dioxide from
the air we breathe. It provides its visitors opportunities for recreation and inspiration. While
the forest could disappear in days, it would take decades to replace.
In “Last Child in the Woods”, author Richard Louv states that “...the Charlotte, NC region lost
20 percent of its of its forest cover over the past two decades; between 1982 and 2002, the
state lost farmland and forests at the rate of 383 acres per day.” Charlotte Latin School has a
unique opportunity to protect and preserve the 30-acre woodland on its campus.

The photo below (an aerial shot from early 2002) shows a recent practice field expansion
near the pocket forest, and demonstrates how development threatens the forest on CLS
campus.

A retouched photo, below, shows the forest-depleting effect a second practice field would
have on the CLS campus. The addition of a second practice field as shown would negatively
impact the trail proposal for the pocket forest on CLS campus, and would encroach on wildlife
habitat that is increasingly rare in urban settings.

Because they are much less formal than the venues for organized sports, the venues for
passive recreation are frequently valued far less than are athletic fields and stadiums. In
recent years, however, passive recreation has been recognized as very important for its
contributions to personal development. In his landmark book, “Last Child in the Woods”,
author Richard Louv suggests that direct exposure to nature is essential for physical and
emotional health. Yet today's children are frequently missing that direct exposure to venues
like the Charlotte Latin School woodland area. Louv refers to this phenomenon as “nature
deficit disorder”. NCSU professor Robin Moore, director of the National Learning Initiative,
has written that natural settings are essential for healthy child development because they
stimulate all the senses and integrate formal play with informal learning. Many studies
suggest that stress reduction is another primary benefit of spending time in natural settings.
Passive recreation should receive opportunities similar to those provided for organized sports,
and the venues for passive recreation should be valued for their contribution to our general
well-being.
In preserving the wooded areas of its campus, Charlotte Latin School is providing important
habitat for wildlife in an urban area. It is protecting area streams from chemical runoff. It is
providing better air quality for the campus and its neighbors. And most importantly, it is
providing a low-cost but very valuable venue for passive recreation. Charlotte Latin School
might also consider the tax benefits of conservation easements; an agency such as the
Catawba Lands Conservancy can offer details on such efforts.

